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MORGAN JUDGE 

1 PROMOTION 
All applications for Morgan Judge status must be made on the Morgan application form available from 
EC and must be submitted to EC. All applications will be reviewed by the Canadian Morgan Horse 
Association Incorporated, via the CMHA EC Morgan Chairperson, and EC. Upon notification as to the 
results by the CMHA EC Morgan Chairperson, EC shall advise the applicant within 30 days. 

2 RECORDED 
Applicants for Recorded (“r”) Morgan Judge status must:  

1. Hold an EC Gold Sport License and be in good standing.  
2. Submit a personal résumé detailing the applicant’s equine experience, as an owner, breeder, trainer, 

competitor, competition manager, etc.  
3. Act as a learner judge with an EC Senior “S” or USEF Registered “R” Morgan Judge within three 

years of the application date at a minimum of two nationally sanctioned EC/USEF competitions in the 
Morgan division and submit letters of recommendation from these two Senior Morgan Judges with 
their application.  

4. Have attended a Morgan Horse Division Judges’ clinic, recognized by any one of the following: 
Equestrian Canada, Canadian Morgan Horse Association Incorporated, USF Equestrian or The 
American Morgan Horse Association Incorporated, within three years of the application date.  

5. Provide the names and addresses of three or more individual references all of whom must be EC Gold 
Sport License holders.  

6. Write the EC Morgan Horse Test and obtain the required passing score.  

Note: Test will be given to the applicant when all other requirements are met. 

3 SENIOR 
Applicants for Senior “S” Morgan Judge status must:  

1. Hold an EC Gold Sport License and be in good standing.  
2. Hold an EC Recorded “r” Judge’s card in the Morgan Horse Division prior to being approved for 

Senior Judge’s status in the Morgan Horse Division.  
3. Act as a Recorded Morgan Judge for the complete Morgan division at a minimum of five 

competitions within three years of the application date. Two of these competitions must be fully 
sanctioned EC/USEF competitions. Recorded judging in foreign countries will be accepted provided a 
letter is signed by the Senior “S” Judge verifying attendance and accompanies the application. Only 
one EC competition held within three years of the application date will count if the Recorded “r” 
Judge acted as a Senior “S” Judge (on a Guest card basis) in the Morgan Horse Division.  

4. Submit a list of competitions at which she/he worked as a Recorded “r” Judge in the Morgan Horse 
Division; a list of the classes worked in each competition; if possible, the number of horses in each 
class; and the names and addresses of the Senior “S” Judge(s).  

5. Submit two letters of recommendation from EC Senior “S” or USEF Registered “R” Morgan Judges 
(listed on current Officials’ Rosters) with whom the applicant acted as a Recorded “r” Judge (not 
learner Judge experiences) within three years of the application date in the Morgan Horse Division in 
the above noted five EC competitions.  
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6. Have attended a Morgan Horse Division Judges’ clinic within three years of the application date, 
recognized by any one of the following: Equine Canada, Canadian Morgan Horse Association 
Incorporated, USA Equestrian or The American Morgan Horse Association Incorporated.  

7. Write the EC Morgan Horse Test and obtain the required passing score.  
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